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agreedto find marketingopportuni
ties for plaintiff's technology, and
plaintiffagreed to compensate
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and obligationsgoingforward. ABC
could point to deferential case law
for support "doubts regardingthe
proprietyof an action for declara
tory rellef...generallyare resolved
in favorof grantingrelief."Fiiarsky
v. Sup. Ct (2002) 28 Cal.4th 419,
433.

Whether XYZ has a ripe claim for

Bybringing a preemptive action for declaratory relief,
abusiness can take control of the situation and gain
leverage to mitigatethe harm.

breach of contract is not as signifi
cant as the requirement for sortie
future relations. "The mere cir

cumstance that another remedy is
available is an insufficient ground
for refusing declaratory relief...."
Fiiarsky at 433. Moreover,the
"mere fact that the contract has
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with XYZ terminates, then a court
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Even if a matter is ripe for adjudi
cation, a court may refuse to grant
declaratoryrelief where the action
Is not "necessary or proper at the

Without any future conduct to de
termine, a breach of contract claim
was an adequate legal remedy.

already been breached...does not
necessarily deprive the court of the
powerto grant declaratory relief....*
Ermolleffv. R.K.O. Radio Pictures •

BC can learn from the
(1942) 19 Cal.2d 543,547.
court's analysis. The
ABC's declaratory relief claim
court noted that plaintiff
couldhelpdetermine the outcome
failed abysmally to alof its dispute with XYZ. If ABC can
ilege any future conduct
withstand Section 1061 by showing
The complaint alleged only "past
a judicial declaration will help guide
wrongs." The agreementalready
future conduct ABC can proceed
expired, so there were no future
as plaintiff and show it did not
relations. The. court noted that
breach the agreement Alternative
plaintiffhad other plausibleargu
ly, a strong declaratory reliefclaim
ments to argue future relations, but could help ABCby causing XYZto
"the trial court was not required
-doubt the strength of its own claim,
and may encourage settlement
Declaratory relief may be just the
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to speculate In favor of plaintiff or
accept Its bare contentions."
ABC should focus on showing

some future relations with XYZ.

claim ABC needs to resolve the

dispute and get back to business.

time under all the circumstances."
Section 1061. This means a court

reached at SMihalovits@lewitthackman.com.

recent case of Osseous, Illustrates

specializing in business litigation. He can be

willdeclare relief only it is being
asked to decide something that
has practical consequences to the
parties' future legal relations. The

Stephan Mlhalovrte is a Los Angeles attorney
at Lewitt Hackman, Shapiro, Marshall & Harlan,

the situation and provides guidance
for ABC.

In Osieous, the parties had a sixmonth agreement. The defendant

